19th CENTURY AND EARLIER
1. Hephaestus the god of all mechanical arts, was assisted
by two moving female statues made from gold - "living young
damsels, filled with minds and wisdoms"
2. Frankenstein

Robots for the rich
E.g.: A mechanical device designed to look like an armored
knight
Conceived by Leonardo DaVinci designed to move as if there
was a real person inside.
POV: Inventors in medieval times often built machines like
Leonardo's robot in order to entertain and amuse royalty.

Robots under remote-control
E.g.: Tesla's submersible boat
At a time when few people had even heard of radio, Nikola
Tesla's invention of a submersible boat controlled by radio
waves left many people thinking he stuck a midget in the
hull.
POV: Robots were mostly a figment of scientific and
interplanetary communication

EARLY 1900s
3. Tin Woodman - Wizard of Oz (1900)
4. Gaston Leroux's La Poupée Sanglante and La Machine
à Assassiner; Man's brain into roboto that kills
everyone who killed him

A "Robot" in literature
E.g.: Manufactured humans exploited by factory owners,
in Karel Capek's play R.U.R.
Derived from the Czech word robota meaning "forced labor"
or "serf."
POV: A severely oppressed race that revolted and ultimately
destroyed humanity.

1920s
5. The Metal Giants (1926), by Edmond Hamilton,
where a computer brain who runs on atomic
power creates an army of 300-foot-tall robots.
6. Metropolis is a silent science fiction film created by
the famed Austrian-German director Fritz Lang which features
a robotic gynoid is a term used to describe a robot designed
to look like a human female, as compared to an android
modeled after a male) which is given the appearance of
Maria, a character in the movie.
7. Automata (1929), by S. Fowler Wright, about machines
doing the humans' jobs before wiping them out.

1930s
8. The Professor Jameson series by Neil R. Jones
(early 1930s) featured human and alien minds preserved
in robot bodies

Robots as weapons
E.g.: Artificial sensing/autocontrol robots for mine
detecting and homing
(Preparation for) war has always been a catalyst for the
development of some of our most powerful technologies.
POV: These unaided capabilities enhanced their strength in
dangerous situations.

1940s
9. Gnut, in Farewell to the Master
10. The Jetons - Rosie the Maid

Robots as intelligent beings
E.g.: Intelligent robots coming to terms with technical and
social consequences.
Discussed in Isaac Asimov's science fiction story
"Runaround," were The Three Laws: 1) A robot may not injure
a human being, or through inaction, allow a human being to
come to harm. 2) A robot must obey the orders given it by
human beings except where such orders would conflict with
the first law 3) A robot must protect its own existence as
long as such protection does not conflict with the First or
Second Law

1950s/1960s
11. The Mechanical Hound from Fahrenheit 451
12. Irona, the robot maid of Richie Rich
13. Gort is a robot in the movie
The Day the Earth Stood Still

Robots in the household
E.g.: Elecktro the Westinghouse robot
Invention of the transistor, and later, silicon microchips
stimulated electronic growth
POV: Ads from the era suggest every household would soon
have a robot.

Industrial robots
E.g.: The one-armed assembly line robot
As demand for cars grew, manufacturers looked for new ways
to increase efficiency through telecherics.
POV: In 1978 the PUMA (Programmable Universal Machine for
Assembly) was introduced; robots as extensions of humans
became a standard in industry/manufacturing.

1970s
14. The masculine plot to replace women with perfect
looking, obedient robot replicas -- The Stepford Wives
15. The all-robot police force in THX 1138

1980s
16. Two extreme examples of robot morality,
one perfectly innocent and one perfectly criminal,
in Roderick and Tik-Tok

Early Personal Robots
E.g.: HERO 1 & RB5X
Mirroring the rise of the personal computer (and Star Wars)
craze, robots were being created as educational tools to
learn about computers.
POV: Most personal robots resembled the fictional R2D2;
domestic bots that would help around the house. "In demo
mode, HERO 1 would sing. RB5X attempted to vacuum, but had
problems with obstacles."

Robots & Science, SPace
E.g.: Automated Guide Vehicles (AGVs), Roomba, surgeon
robot-software interfaces
Machines have excelled with tasks involving accuracy,
endurance, dullness and danger.
POV: While they haven't replaced people, specialized robots
have in some ways exceeded humans in many capabilities that
have helped make infinite advancements in science.

1990s
17. Terminator

2000s
18. Artificial Intelligence: AI

Humanoids
E.g.: Honda Humanoid ASIMO
Finally technology begins to catch up with imagination-teams could look to human anatomy to design an intelligent
robot that could get around in a human world, complete with
stairs, carpeting and other tough terrain.
POV: The more relatable features of humanoid robots make
them useful in sectors of service and simulation.

